A new algorithm was developed for the initial parameters optimization of guided projectiles with multiple constraints. Due to the relationship between the analytical guidance logic and state variables of guided projectiles, the Radau pseudospectral method was used to discretize the differential equations expressed by control variables and state variables with multiple constraints into series algebraic equations, only expressed by state variables. The initial parameter optimization problem was transformed to a nonlinear programming problem, and the sequential quadratic programming algorithm was used to obtain the optimal combinations of initial height and range to target, and make the final velocity of guided projectiles maximum with constraints. Comparing with the appropriate initial conditions solved by Monte Carlo method and the flight characteristics solved by integrating the original differential equations in the optimal initial parameters computed by the new algorithm, the feasibility of new algorithm was validated.
Introduction
The initial parameter optimization problem of guided projectiles with multiple constraints is considered. In addition to the constraints on its terminal position coordinates, the projectile must also impact the target from a specified direction with the required circular error probable (CEP) and make sure the impact velocity maximum.
Presently, several studies are conducted for developing the guidance logic with multiple constraints [1, 2] and searching the envelope of a guided bomb's launch acceptable region (LAR) in known initial conditions [3, 4] . However, a few studies pay attention to the initial parameters optimization for the guided projectiles with multiple constraints. The appropriate parameters are calculated based on different combinations of initial conditions (height above sea level，velocity and path angles) by searching method to find out the largest LAR, but they are not optimal conditions [5] ; The indirect method and direct method both are called calculative method which transforms the parameters optimization to the optimal control problem. Indirect method based on Pontryagin maximum principle work out the analytical optimal control logic to obtain the optimal index for the guided projectiles in exist initial conditions, for instance, largest impact velocity or least energy [6, 7] ; direct method based on pseudospectral method discretizes the equations of motion to obtain the numerical optimal control law for making parameters optimal with constraints [8, 9] . Now, when the analytical guidance logic exist, how to find out the optimal initial parameters of the guided projectiles with multiple constraints to make the final velocity maximum becomes a new problem.
Theoretical Development
Guidance Logic with Impact Direction Constraint in Longitudinal Plane. By the definition of the coordinate system shown in Fig.1 , the standard 2-D equations of motion of the projectile in the longitudinal plane can be described as follow： 
（1）
In this vertical plane the guidance logic of the projectile with impact direction constraint may be represented by [6] 
Here DF  is defined as the desired impact direction. 
Results and Discussions
Assuming the initial path angle and velocity exist, the optimal initial height and range to the target are solved to get the maximum impact velocity. Supposed the mass of guided projectile [11] is 450kg, the optimal parameters for maximum final velocity in different initial velocities are shown in Tab.1. With the increase of initial velocity, the optimal initial height become higher, the optimal range to target become farther, and the maximum impact velocity become faster. Comparing with the results as shown in Fig.2 (a) to Fig.2 (d) , the optimal heights and ranges to target for maximum impact velocities in different initial velocities are almost similar to the results computed by Monte Carlo method. Table 1 The optimal initial position in different velocities for maximum impact velocity
For instance, when the initial velocity and path angle are respective 3400m/s and -15º, the optimal height and range to target are respective 13.8km and 11.48km (shown in Tab.1), and the maximum terminal velocity is 2045m/s. Compared to the results shown in Fig.2 (b) , it finds that no matter the initial height become higher or lower than 13.8km, the maximum final velocity becomes slower. As shown in Fig.2 (b) , when the initial height is 13.8 km, the range to target for the maximum final velocity is close to 11.5km, and the impact velocity is close to 2050m/s.
Using the stander initial parameters as shown in Tab.1, integrating the equation of motion Eq.(1) with guidance logic Eq.(2) to get the flight characteristics of projectile in different initial velocities. Analyzing the results shown in Fig.3 (a) to Fig.3 (d) , it finds that the trajectories of projectile for maximum impact velocity are close to the parabolas, and the final impact direction, AOA, and over loading satisfy the constraints all. So, the feasibility of new initial parameter optimization method used in this work is validated by comparison to the results shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3 . Using the new method can obtain the optimal initial parameters of guided projectile for different cost functions with the multiple constraints. 
Summary
A new algorithm is developed for initial parameters optimization of guided projectiles by discretizing equations of motion with guidance logic based on pseudospectral method. The method can solve the initial parameters optimization problem with multiple constraints using SQP. The initial parameters solved by the new method for maximum impact velocity are similar to the results solved by Monte Carlo method, and the flight characteristics solved by integrating the equations of motion in the optimal initial conditions satisfy the all constraints.
